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Abstract—This paper presents an approach for road detection based on image segmentation. This segmentation is resulted from merging 2D and 3D image processing data from a stereo vision system. The 2D layer returns a matrix containing pixel’s clusters based on the Watershed transform. Whereas the 3D layer return labels, that are classified by the V-Disparity technique, to free spaces, obstacles and non-classified area. Thus, a feature’s descriptor for each cluster is composed with features from both layers. The road pattern recognition was performed by an artificial neural network, trained to obtain a final result from this feature’s descriptor. The proposed work reports real experiments carried out in a challenging urban environment to illustrate the validity and application of this approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A vehicle navigating in an autonomous or semi-autonomous way must have some on-boarded capabilities, such as the perception of the neighbour environment, to allow the accomplishment of many tasks. Some of this perception capabilities were presented in the DARPA Grand Challenges, competitions promoted by the American’s Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) between 2004 and 2007, where unmanned cars should perform autonomous tasks in a desert rally or in an urban environment. Today, with the diffusion of autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles, a great number of new applications for environment perception have emerged. Although, for real applications, the number of sensors used and its cost must be considered for viability. Based on the principle of viability, the stereo vision sensors have some advantages, because they provide large amount of data, depending of the camera field of view (FOV) and resolution, with a low cost.

Focusing in urban environments perception, several are the vision applications (mono or stereo) successfully applied for this end. Usually, the mono vision is applied in image segmentation (to detect roads, vehicles and pedestrians) and primitives extraction (like traffic signs and land marks). In the domain of image segmentation, the regions are defined according with some similarity. For road detection the most common segmentations are based on colour ([1], [2]), texture ([3]) and intensity ([4], [5]). In the case of stereo vision applications, the 3D information of the environment is typically used to estimate free spaces and obstacles, with specific techniques as the V-Disparity Map [6], [7] for example.

However, the stereo vision in urban environments, mainly for road detection, must deal with different noise sources, as shadow, road texture, light variations, etc., that difficult the elaboration of the disparity map. Furthermore, due to the high complexity of the urban environments, because of the presence of many different elements like cars, pedestrians, trees, etc., classify a road profile from a 2D image segmented data is also a hard task. As a solution for these problems, some works enhance the 3D information with the 2D, improving the classification and detection of road segments [8], [9]. It is also important to mention that there are many other approaches to accomplish the road detection [10], [11], but they diverge from this work on the sensors used.

This work will address the problem of merging a 2D image segmentation and a 3D image processing data to realize the road detection. Differently from the works [8], [9], the 2D segmentation technique used will be based on the Watershed transformation, which features will be combined with the v-disparity classification elements to compose a feature’s descriptor to an artificial neural network (ANN). The usage of an ANN is to better adapt the classification results to different urban environment conditions. The Figure 1 presents a block diagram resuming the steps of this solution.

All the blocks in Figure 1 will be detailed in the next sections of the paper that is divided as followed: Section II presents the 2D and 3D image processing; Section III and IV presents respectively the features extraction, merging 2D and 3D data, and the artificial neural network used; details of the
set-up used and some results obtained are in Section V; and, finally, Section 6 presents conclusions and perspectives for future work.

II. IMAGE PROCESSING

As described in the Figure 1, the solution proposed in this article starts with the image caption step to serve the 2D and 3D image processing layers. This was accomplished using a calibrated and synchronized stereo vision system, given two images (a stereo pair), showed in Figure 2. The image data were rectified resulting a left and right images. For the 2D image processing layer were used only the left images. However, to allow the 3D information extraction, the both rectified images are provided to the 3D image processing layer. These layers are presented as follow.

A. 2D Image Processing

All modules in the 2D image processing layer take advantage in the domain of morphological image processing [12], which received considerable attention in the past few decades especially after their theoretical foundations have been demonstrated. These theoretical foundations are known as connected operators [13] and geodesic reconstruction process [14]. The interest above all is due to its fundamental property of simplifying an image without corrupting contour information [15]. The 2D image processing layer performs two modules calculation, the Preprocessing and the Segmentation, that will be explained below.

1) Preprocessing Module:
This preprocessing module is responsible to prepare the rectified image to be segmented and is the key to determine how will be this result. In this work were applied tree different filters: the morphological gradient to obtain the high frequency image; the morphological reconstruction with attribute Area Closing to filter out areas smaller than a given threshold; and the morphological reconstruction with attribute Hmin which eliminates the local minima.

a) Morphological Gradient: In general, gradient operators are used for image segmentation because they enhance intensity variations, also called as edge detectors [16]. Between many gradient operators as Sobel, Prewitt and Roberts, the chosen one was the Morphological gradient due its good approximation of edges in urban environments, focus of this application.

This filter detects the intensity variations of pixel values in a given neighbourhood. It is obtained by the arithmetic difference between an extensive operator and an anti-extensive operator. The classical one is defined as (1):

$$ \text{gradMorph}(f) = (f \ominus g_e) - (f \ominus g_i) $$

where \( f \) is the image function, \( g_e \) and \( g_i \) are structuring elements centered about the origin, and the operators \( \ominus \) and \( \ominus \) are respectively dilation and erosion.

b) Morphological Reconstruction Area Closing: Since area closing is seen as the complement of area opening, by simplicity, here is presented the definitions to area opening [17]. The conception of this filter is to remove from a binary image its connected components with area smaller than a parameter \( \lambda \). Before demonstrating the grayscale area opening, some definitions should be done in the binary area opening. First, the connected opening \( C_x(X) \) of a set \( X \subseteq M \) at point \( x \in X \) is the connected component of \( X \) containing \( x \) if \( x \in X \) and 0 otherwise, and \( M \) being the binary image, \( M \subset \mathbb{R}^2 \). Thus, the binary area opening is defined on subsets of \( M \) [18].

$$ \gamma^\lambda_X(X) = \{ x \in X | \text{Area}(C_x(X)) \geq \lambda \} $$

The \( \gamma^\lambda_X(X) \) denote the morphological area opening with respect to the structure element \( a \) and the parameter \( \lambda \). The \( \text{Area}() \) is the number of elements in a connected component of \( C_x(X) \). Its dual binary area closing is obtained as:

$$ \phi^\lambda_X(X) = [\gamma^\lambda_X(X)]^c $$

where \( X_e \) denotes the complement of \( X \) in \( M \). Extending the filter for a mapping \( f : M \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \), in a grayscale image, the area opening \( \gamma^\lambda_X(f) \) is given by:

$$ (\gamma^\lambda_X(f))(x) = \sup \{ h \leq f(x) \mid x \in \gamma^\lambda_X(T_h(f)) \} $$

In equation 4, \( T_h(f) \) represent the threshold of \( f \) at value \( h \):

$$ T_h(f) = \{ x \in M \mid f(x) \geq h \} $$

As mentioned before, the complement of the Equation 2 can be similarly extended to the conception of area closing to mappings from \( M \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \).

c) Morphological Reconstruction Hmin: Among several descriptions, the morphological grayscale reconstruction can be obtained by successive geodesics dilations. This principle employs two subsets of \( \mathbb{R}^2 \), called mask image and marker image. Both subsets must have the same size. Moreover, the mask image must have intensity values higher than or equal to those from marker image [14]. Properly performing the reconstruction \( H\text{-maxima} \) or \( H\text{max} \), is possible to take the \( H\text{-minima} \) or \( H\text{min} \) from its complement. Mathematically, defining mask image as \( I \) and marker image as \( I - h \), being \( h \) the parameter to filter, the equation is given by [19]:

$$ H_{\min}^a(I) = I \Delta_a (I - h) $$

In this definition, \( \Delta \) stands for morphological reconstruction with the structure element \( a \). By duality, the \( H\text{min} \) is defined as:

$$ H_{\min}^a(I) = [I^c \Delta_a (I^c - h)]^c $$
2) Segmentation Module:
The image features detection needs, in most cases, a segmentation process, some of them with algorithms based on segmentation by discontinuity or similarity. Segmentation itself is not a trivial task, being among the hardest ones for image processing. This module apply a Watershed transform based on local elements, named as Local Condition Watershed Transform (LC-WT) [20], with the purpose of simulate the behaviour of a drop of water on a surface. This definition seems to be the steepest descent paths, where the neighbours information is used to create a path to the corresponding minimum, through an arrowing technique.

The arrowing is the algorithmic representation of the drop of water, where, for every pixel in the image (taking an image as a graph), an arrow is drawn from the current to the next one, which creates a path that ultimately leads to a regional minimum. The arrow points to the direction that a drop of water would flow, considering the image as a surface. For the LC-WT definition, every pixel that does not belong to a regional minima will have one and only one arrow. The union-find technique for Watershed transform is based on the algorithm for disjoint sets. Given that the regions of the output image form a partition and these are disjoint by definition, the union-find algorithm process paths to identify the roots - or representatives - for every pixel. At the end, all pixels that falls into the same minimum are labelled with its representative.

The result of the 2D image processing layer can be seen in Figure 3. It demonstrates all processing done by this layer. Notice that the λ and h parameters of the preprocessing module give an excellent flexibility to determine the segmentation result of the Watershed transform which is responsible to generate the representatives samples to be classified. As previously mentioned, this is the focus of the 2D image processing layer.

B. 3D Image Processing

1) Disparity Preprocessing:
The rectified images received from the Image Caption block allow the use of the Epipolar geometry [21]. With this information, the disparity map (IΔ) of the stereo pair was built using the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) correlation algorithm. A IΔ image from the stereo pair of Figure 2 can be seen in the Figure 4. In this figure, the closest region to the camera are in light grey and far way region are in dark grey. These grey values (1-255) are the disparity for each pixel and they are related to the distance between the camera and the point in the world defined by $Z = \frac{dB}{f}$, where $f$ is the focal length of the camera, $B$ is the camera baseline, and $d$ is the disparity value.

Others elements observed in the IΔ image is the noise caused by urban environments information. They are mainly caused by shadows, light reflection, and low texture variance, which dificult the correlation algorithm to find a right pixel correspondence in the stereo pair. Some of these noises are detected and eliminated as black points (0 value) in the IΔ, the remaining must be worked out to minimize their effect in the planes detection step.

Each disparity map (IΔ) are now converted in a v-disparity map (IvΔ) [8]. Basically, the IvΔ image parameters are: the Rows, which are the same of the IΔ image; the Columns, that represent the disparity value (grey scale) of the IΔ; and the Pixels Values, storing the number of pixels with the same disparity in the row analysed.

A side-by-side view between IΔ and its respective IvΔ can be seen in Figure 4.

2) Planes Detection:
The v-disparity technique was chosen to allow an easy classification for the image data into drivable and non-drivable areas (obstacles). As described in [6], [8], the world
environment can be approximated by horizontal and vertical planes related to the camera. In the disparity map ($I_\triangle$), this mean that the road has a continuous variation on its disparity values along the lines, while the obstacles have approximately the same disparity values on the lines. These both effects are represented as small lines with a slope bigger than 90°, in a non-flat world representation, and the obstacles have a slope close to 90° in the v-disparity map ($I_{v\triangle}$), as viewed in the Figure 4.

However, the noisy data, derived from a wrong correlation in $I_\triangle$, causes discontinuities in the line segments of the $I_{v\triangle}$, which prevent any straight line extracting procedure, such as the Hough transform, to work as well without detecting the noises. Analysing a $I_{v\triangle}$ image sequence of the environment, is possible to note that the lines slope, that represent the drivable planes, changes smoothly during the time. So, to overcome these wrong data variation, was applied the moving average technique in the $I_{v\triangle}$, as follow:

$$I_{v\triangle A}(i+1) = a * I_{v\triangle} + (1-a) * I_{v\triangle A}(i)$$ (8)

where $I_{v\triangle A}$ is the average image from the $I_{v\triangle}$, and $a$ is the weight. This resulted image are now used to detect the free space, as showed in the Figure 5. The obstacles are detected in the original $I_{v\triangle}$ image less the drivable planes found. This image and the resulted obstacles segments are in Figure 6. The final mapping of these detected elements are in the Figure 7, where the original colours are the free space, the red pixels are the obstacles, and the yellow ones are elements without any classification.

### III. Features Extraction

The 2D and 3D image processing, presented in the Section II, returned two data sets: one with segmented regions (clusters) and other with free spaces, obstacles and non-classified data respectively. As seen on the image segmentation (Figure 3), the clusters fit closely the objects contours, but without any label telling what they are. In addition, the free space and obstacle data have imprecise limits (Figure 7), which do not allow the distinction between them. The non-classified areas and wrong classifications have also to be minimized to guarantee the usability of this solution on safe navigation tasks, for example. In this work, the cluster’s labels are defined by an artificial neural network classifier (ANN), that will be presented in the Section IV, basing on its features. This section describes some of these possible features, extracted to each cluster.

The first set of features is based on the intersection of the 3D information with the 2D segmentation. For each cluster, the features are the percentage of free space, obstacles, and non-classified pixels from the 3D image processing result. The second set of features is based on statistical measures, as those presented in [3] like mean, probability, entropy and variance, where they formulations can be found. These values were calculated by the RGB$^1$ and HSV$^2$ colour space values of every image cluster.

### IV. Artificial Neural Networks Classifier

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) has been utilized in several applications as a good tool for data classification. Its wide utilization is based in three fundamentals properties: adaptability, ability to learn by examples and ability of generalization [3]. For this work, was used a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) to perform a non-linear input-output mapping [22].

The network training is based on the Backpropagation technique and its structure was projected with three layers, being the input and output layers and the hidden one. Normally, the size of the input layer corresponds to the number of features extracted, as presented in Section III and which had five neurons in its final version, that will be better explained in Section V. The hidden layer was defined with fifteen neurons, where all neurons use the sigmoid activation function.

The output layer was developed to classify the feature’s descriptor as road surface or non-road surface (obstacles, sky, sky,

---

1 Abbreviation for red, green and blue colour space.
2 Abbreviation for hue, saturation and value colour space.
etc.). For this situation is supposed to have only two neurons, but, considering the complexity of the environment to be classified and the different conditions of an urban scenario, was adopted the subclass strategy. It takes three subclass such land marks, normal area and shadow area to represent the road surface. Thus, the output layer has four neurons to classify the feature’s descriptor as road surface or non-road surface, which provide responses in decimal values between 0 to 1. The classification result is chosen by the higher output neuron value, where its difference to the other ones is higher than a given threshold, otherwise its classified as unknown.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section is presented some results whose experiments demonstrate the efficiency and robustness of the presented approach. The methodology was tested with a dataset acquired in the experimental car CARMEN at the Heudiasyc laboratory (UMR CNRS 7253), in context of project VERVE\(^3\), equipped with a Bumblebee X3 camera installed on its top. The vehicle was conducted in an urban environment under different conditions, making the dataset with 6924 frames, in order to expose the approach presented here to many urban conditions. The complete experiment takes around 0.89s, which the image resolution of 300x400 pixels was performed with a CPU Intel I7 of 2.8GHz clock and 8GB of RAM.

The feature’s descriptor of the ANN was composed for each image cluster by: the 3D image processing data, representing the percentage of free space and obstacles, and the 2D image processing data, based on the best results of [3], that are the mean for the green and hue channels, and the entropy for the hue and value channels.

The cross validation method was applied to a supervised training, where was extracted a subset from the dataset containing approximately 263 frames, chosen randomly. The subset was divided in train, validation and test set, with respectively 50%, 30%, and 20%. The clusters of each frame were manually labeled in non-road surface, shadow area, normal area and land marks, which the last three are subclass of the road surface class. This strategy allowed obtain an accuracy of 95% in this class, considering that mistakes among these subclass did not impact on the classification level between the two class. The evaluation of the supervised training can be seen in Table I.

![The detection result of the highway with obstacle.](image1)

![The detection result of the road with shadow and obstacle.](image2)

Fig. 8. The results for several conditions. On top are the original images with the clusters bounded by red lines, and on bottom are their classification results, where original colour represents the road detected, the red pixels are the non-road surfaces, and the yellow ones representing the unknown areas.

Some particular results for the image processing layer were already presented in the Subsections II-A and II-B. The complete classification using the ANN for different environment conditions can be seen in the Figures 8 and 9. In these images, the original colour represent the road detected, the red pixels are the non-road surfaces (obstacles, sky, etc.) and the yellow ones represents the unknown areas, where the ANN classification is not in accordance with the output threshold, for these cases equal to 0.2. The values of the \( \lambda \) and \( h \) were kept for all the experiments, being \( \lambda = 30 \) and \( h = 3 \), which the segments is shown with red lines overlapped on the original image.

The Figure 8 shows the detection results in a highway and urban streets with obstacles, land marks, and shadow areas. From the results, is possible to see that the method proposed can solve the problem of many different obstacles such as vehicles, pedestrian, trees, road barriers and also the shadow areas of them. However, some segments of road barriers, shadow areas, high-light areas are hard to be classified as road surface or non-road surface, manly due to the feature’s descriptor that is not so good to discriminate its class/subclass. Moreover, in some cases image segmentation merges segments with low intensity values, as shadows, mixing a road area with an obstacle area.

The Figure 9 demonstrates the road detection approach exposed to extreme conditions. Even in hard situations of sun and shadows, it is possible to acquire good approximations for the road area. For most of the road conditions our method works well, but improvements must be done in sense of become the system more robust under extreme conditions as shown. The complete result under the image sequence of the dataset created can be seen in [23].

![The detection result of the highway with obstacle.](image1)

![The detection result of the road with shadow and obstacle.](image2)
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\(^3\)The project VERVE stands for Novel Vehicle Dynamics Control Technique for Enhancing Active Safety and Range Extension of Intelligent Electric Vehicles.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper presented a 2D/3D vision solution applied to the road detection problem. The 2D vision solution performs a image segmentation, used to extract some statistical data, and the 3D information (stereo vision data) calculates free spaces and obstacles. The image was segmented using a Watershed transformation and the stereo vision data was processed using the V-Disparity technique. The result were merged to compound a feature’s descriptor for each image cluster. The road was detected applying these features in an artificial neural network classifier, which reached an accuracy of 93.28%.

As described in the Section V, the solution behaved robustly, presenting good results in different urban situations. Elements which normally has problems to be classified, like low texture variance, shadows and lighting effects, were dealt with the neural network classifier. In general, when the V-Disparity technique detects the free space and obstacles with no problem or, in doubt cases, defines as non-classified, the other features extracted from the segmented image were enough to guarantee right classifications.

The wrong cases will be treated in future works, improving, for example, the detection of different urban elements using conditional random fields demonstrated in [24]. For real navigation tasks, the processing time of each step of Figure 1 will be reduced, using applications such the one presented in [25], for GPU cards.
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